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"The journey of the six men to the
palace of an Indian Rajah is delight-
fully comic, yet the world which
frames the journey is filled with ex-
quisite colors and the ornate designs
of Indian architecture and fabrics."
—Chicago Sunday Tribune

"...a lovely picture book for kinder-
gartners and younger elementary
school children." —The Horn Book

"Well told, Beautifully illustrated.
Recommended." —School Library
Journal (starred review)

"[a] thought-provoking fable [with]
striking pictures in four colors."
—The Atlantic Monthly

"Excellent retelling of an old Indian
fable, beautifully illustrated. A de-
lightful book." —The Saturday Re-
view

The Blind Men and the Elephant is
also available in a paperback edition
and as a filmstrip and listening cas-
ette.